
Introduction: What Makes a Place Scenic? 
A seemingly “natural” rural landscape 
illustrates design decisions made over 
generations.

What Is Design? 
Design is everywhere. But what constitutes 
“good” design for an imperiled Earth?

Cultivating a Designer’s Mind 
Anyone with the ability to observe closely, 
think critically, intuit freely, and maintain an 
open mind can be a designer.

Understanding the Designer’s Role 
Envisioner? Arbiter? Contractor? A changing 
role requires vigilance to serve the client well.

Listening to the Site 
The core of design relies on observing, 
recording, assessing, summarizing, and 
interpreting the systems at work on the land.
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Defining the Design Program 
What is the project really about? Balancing 
site conditions with client expectations may 
define underlying challenges.

Thinking Graphically 
The best designers employ both sides of the 
brain; graphic and verbal languages inform 
each other. Illustrate concepts, draw 
conclusions. 

Getting to “Aha!” 
Sudden moments of recognition or intuition 
can develop into organizing concepts that 
bring coherence to a project. 

Finding the Form 
Design responds to human preferences on 
the land, and is informed by principles of 
sustainable design.

Principles of Residential Landscape Design  
Ten highly-illustrated principles help the 
designer find the relationships that create 
coherent and resilient site design.

Conclusion  
Landscape design is a manifestation  
of hope, and an expression of love for 
the Earth. 

Appendix 1 
Clues from the Built Landscape 

What contributes to a sense of place? 
Further clues about the role of design in 
urban and village settings. 

Appendix 2 
Tips for Living the Good Life 

A personal compilation of ways to 
nurture a creative life, build community, 
and optimize health.
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